
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

So Hal was silent, though he could hardly escape the feeling that he
____________________ a good deal like a suspected criminal.
1.

(treat)was being treated

A new fort __________________ at the mouth of the harbour.2. (build)was being built

Now, for the first time, while the line which the brave mate had brought on
shore ___________________ back, we had time to look out for her.
3.

(haul)was being hauled

A funeral _________________ at the church at the time of the flood.4. (hold)was being held

He said that it was unnecessary for him to say anything about the fitness of
these gentlemen for the high and responsible position to which they
_____________________ by the unanimous voice of their fellow countrymen.

5.

(elect)
were being elected

And all the time his education ____________________ along by
competent instructors.
6.

(carry)
was being carried

As soon as Mr. Jacques saw that he ______________________, his
gentleness and politeness were all gone, and he raged like a beast of prey.
7.

(find out)

was being found out

When we reached Victoria, great wooden signs ___________________ off
the stores, and knocking down the people in the streets.
8.

(blow)
were being blown

I did not mean to go to sleep, but lie there a spell and then get up and put
on more wood and go into his cold room and let him feel as if he
__________________________ to the last.

9.

(take care of)was being taken care of

Henry, susceptible to the impressions of the wilderness, began to feel that
his own brain ___________________ by it, and he saw as through a dim red
mist.

10.

(heat)
was being heated

Already, more than once, she has given me a feeling which I'd find it very
hard to describe, a feeling as though we _______________________ over
peril by something very fragile.

11.

(suspend)
were being suspended
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Foreign fashions ______________________ by English ladies.12. (imitate)were being imitated

As soon as the injured man was sufficiently well to talk and to recognise
that he ___________________ by sisters from the neighbouring convent, he
treated both with the greatest consideration.

13.

(tend)
was being tended

It _____________________ by the officer in charge just then, and Ned
peered through it.
14.

(not/use)
was not being used

He recalled, too, how in the encounter when he had forced his adversary
back over the edge of the table, he felt that an effort _________________ to
get at some weapon.

15.

(make)
was being made

Shots ___________________ in rapid succession now from beyond the
curve of the stockade.
16.

(fire)
were being fired

It occurred to Donald, not for the first time, that he
___________________ about a great deal here lately, with never a minute he
could call his own.

17.

(rush)
was being rushed

He felt himself gripped by the four great creatures around the block, felt
as he struggled with his last strength that he ______________________ out
on the block, each of the four at one of its corners grasping one of his limbs.

18.

(stretch)

was being stretched

Aunt had a fancy they ______________________ a Sunday or two
before, but she didn't see or hear anything, except a sort of crackling noise in
the hedge.

19.

(follow)

were being followed

Meanwhile, in Scotland the ground _____________________ for the
great work in store for Knox.
20.

(prepare)
was being prepared
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